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Always interested in language, the news
of a computer program ADIOS to scan text
in any of a number of languages, and then
autonomously, without previous informa-
tion, infer the underlying rules of gram-
mar, was promising. 
Consumer interest might be more for Zi
Corp’s Decuma, with Japanese embedded
in the new FOMATM M1000 3G smart-
phone, which supports all characters in
Japanese writing: Kanji, Kana, Latin letters,
numbers and punctuation; recognises
Kanji written in non-standard stroke
orders or in cursive form; has very low
memory requirement; rapid response time
and an easily ported recognition engine. 
But ADIOS offered more: “The rules can
then be used to generate new and mean-
ingful sentences.” What was track-stop-
ping came next. “The method also works
for data such as sheet music or protein
sequences.” 
In a development with implications for
speech recognition and applications in
natural language engineering, it offers
new insights into language acquisition
and psycho-linguistics. But it also has
implications for genomics and proteomics.
The implication is for other areas too?
Computer scientist and Cornell psychology
professor, Shimon Edelman is co-author
with researchers at Tel Aviv University of
the paper “Unsupervised Learning of
Natural Languages,” in the Proceedings of
the National Academy of Sciences (PNAS,
102, 33). Edelman explains: “The algo-
rithm for language learning and process-
ing that we have developed can take a
body of text, abstract from it a collection
of recurring patterns or rules, then gener-
ate new material. This is the first time an
unsupervised algorithm is shown capable
of learning complex syntax, generating
grammatical new sentences and proving
useful in other fields that call for structure
discovery from raw data, such as bioinfor-
matics.” 
Automatic Distillation of Structure (ADIOS)
successfully identifies complex patterns in
raw texts. The algorithm discovers the pat-
terns by repeatedly aligning sentences
and looking for overlapping parts. 
“Because equivalence sets can contain
other patterns - in turn containing further
patterns, and so on - the resulting body of
knowledge grows recursively, as a sort of
forest of branching trees of possibilities.
ADIOS relies on a statistical method for
pattern extraction and on structured gen-
eralisation - two processes that have been
implicated in language acquisition.” 
The algorithm has been tested on musical
notation and applied to biological data,
such as nucleotide base pairs and amino
acid sequences. In analysing proteins, the
algorithm was able to extract from amino
acid sequences patterns that were highly
correlated with the functional properties
of the proteins. 
ADIOS sounds materially promising.
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